
The Market 
Falls Often, and 
Recovers Fast

Since 1980, the S&P 500 has delivered positive annual returns 32 out of 42 years. 
That means it was down only nine of those years. (The market was flat in 2011.)

But even during those 32 years where the market delivered positive annual  
returns, the market dropped at some point—by as little as 3% or as much as 34%. 

The chart below shows you the annual return for that year (the bars) as well as the 
lowest point return for that year (the red dots).

The Takeaway: Periodic volatility is not only common, it’s expected. But  
history shows that in most years, the market recovers from a drop and  
continues to march upward. That’s why we generally recommend staying  
the course during difficult periods.

Source: FactSet, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
Returns are based on price index only and do not include dividends. Intra-year drops refers to the largest market drops from a peak to a trough during the year.
For illustrative purposes only. Returns shown are calendar year returns from 1980 to 2021, over which time period the average annual return was 9.4%. Past performance 
is no guarantee of future results.
Guide to the markets - U.S. Data are as of December 31, 2021.



This message is provided for informational purposes only, reflects our general views on investing and 
should not be relied upon as recommendations or financial planning advice. We encourage you to 
seek personalized advice from qualified professionals, including (without limitation) tax professionals, 
regarding all personal finance issues.  While we can counsel on tax efficiency and general tax consid-
erations, MFWM does not (and is not permitted to) provide tax or legal advice. Clients who need such 
advice should consult tax and legal professionals. This article may not be relied upon as personalized 
financial planning or tax advice.

Motley Fool Wealth Management is an SEC registered investment advisor with a fiduciary duty that 
requires it to act in the best interests of clients and to place the interests of clients before its own. 
HOWEVER, REGISTRATION AS AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR DOES NOT IMPLY ANY LEVEL OF SKILL 
OR TRAINING.  Access to MFWM is only available to clients pursuant to an Investment Advisory Agree-
ment and acceptance of MFWM’s Client Relationship Summary (PDF) and Brochure (PDF - 204 KB).  
You are encouraged to read these documents carefully. All investments involve risk and may lose 
money. Motley Fool Wealth Management does not guarantee the results of any of its advice or account 
management. Clients should be aware that their individual account results may not exactly match the 
performance of any of our Model Portfolios. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Each 
Personal Portfolio is subject to an account minimum, which varies based on the strategies included in 
the portfolio. Motley Fool Wealth Management retains the right to revise or modify portfolios and strat-
egies if it believes such modifications would be in the best interests of its clients. 

During discussions with our Certified Financial Planners, they may provide advice with respect to 401(k) 
rollovers into accounts that are managed by Motley Fool Wealth Management. Such recommendations 
pose potential conflicts of interest in that rolling retirement savings into a MFWM managed account will 
generate ongoing asset-based fees for Motley Fool Wealth Management that it would not otherwise 
receive.   

Motley Fool Wealth Management, an affiliate of The Motley Fool LLC (“TMF”), is a separate legal en-
tity, and all financial planning advice and discretionary asset management services for our clients are 
made independently by the financial planners and asset managers at Motley Fool Wealth Management. 
Neither of TMF co-founders, Tom Gardner and David Gardner, nor any other TMF analyst is involved in 
the investment decision-making or daily operations of Motley Fool Wealth Management. Motley Fool 
Wealth Management does not attempt to track any TMF services.
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